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Wintec design students created sticker designs to develop a creative identity for the Hamilton suburb of Frankton. Emma Heath's design
was selected and has become the branding for the Frankton exhibition.
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A one-night-only event in Frankton will provide a rare opportunity to see contemporary, collaborative artworks
in the process of being created.

Simply titled Frankton, the exhibition is as much a celebration of the changing nature of the suburb as it is the
talents of the artists involved, and will take place in the artist-run space Skinroom on Commerce St, from
5.30pm to 7.30pm on Friday.

Devised by Wintec School of Media Arts tutor Joe Citizen, the free event will feature up-and-coming
and established artists "in the process of making and doing".

They include Wintec graduates Zena Elliott, Logan Dinning, Chenoa Dawn, Georgia Ransfield and Ruth Hickman.
Citizen is also participating, along with established artists Leafa Wilson, Gaye Jurisich and Stuart Bridson.

"The exhibition will demonstrate artists as co-creators, rather than the sole originators of art," Citizen said.

"Visitors, in-turn, will be woven into the act of making."

SUPPLIED

Wintec Master of Arts student Reece Gielen and tutor Joe Citizen prepare a sound installation for the Frankton exhibition.
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The spontaneity and fun of the event reflected the evolving environment in which it is being held. Citizen
likened the changing nature of Frankton to Haight Ashbury, the thriving, multicultural San
Francisco neighbourhood made famous by the hippie movement in the 1960s, which was home to
revolutionaries, cult leaders and musicians like Janis Joplin and the Grateful Dead.

"Frankton has got that kind of vibe. Sure there is a lot of engines and engineering, but that's just part of it.
There's a lot of gentrification and a lot of art. It's the intersection of a lot of cultures and ideas ... it is Frankton
Junction after all."

Some of the participating artists, such as Elliott and Bridson, were of national reknown, however
Wintec students had also contributed to the Frankton exhibition in unexpected ways.

The first year design students were last year challenged to create sticker designs to develop a creative identity
for the suburb. Emma Heath's concept was selected and became the branding for Friday night's event.

Master of Arts student Reece Gielen produced interactive sound compositions that can also be experienced at
the event.

The exhibition should also serve as a good introduction to Skinroom, for those unaware of its existence, Citizen
said.

"It's a hidden gem. You go through the door and up the stairs and there is this whole community of artists up
there. There's painters and sound engineers and also a lawyer up there."

The ongoing success of Skinroom as a place of artistic incubation and endeavour was testament to the hard
work of its director, Eliza Webster, Citizen said.

"Eliza is amazing. She has been running Skinroom single-handedly for four years now and she has really got her
finger on the pulse of what's going on. The place has been getting quite a lot of interest from national-level
artists as well in recent times."

Those unable to make it to the gallery on Friday night will still be able to see the results - or, as Citizen puts it,
the "residue" - of the creative process on Thursday, Friday and Saturday the following week, between 10am and
3pm.

Stuff

DOMINICO ZAPATA/STUFF

Frankton is going through a process of gentrification and revitalisation, says Joe Citizen.
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